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Abstract: Availability of huge amount of useful information and is expanding rapidly. Search engine play main roll. Web crawlers are one of the most key components in search engines and their optimization would have a great effect on refining the searching efficiency. Crawlers enable the process by following the hyperlinks in Web pages to automatically download a fractional snapshot of the Web. Crawling algorithms are thus key component in selecting the pages that satisfies the users’ needs. This paper review researches on web crawling algorithms strategies used on searching.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A Web crawler is a key component inside a search engine. It can traverse the Web space by following Web page’s hyperlinks and storing the downloaded Web documents in local repositories that will later be indexed and used to respond to the user’s queries efficiently. A crawler is a program that automatically collects Web pages to create a local index and/or local collection of web pages. However, with the huge size and explosive growth of the Web, it becomes more and more difficult for search engines to provide effective services to end-users. Moreover, such a large collection often returns thousands of result documents in response to a single query. It is impossible for major search engines to update their collections to meet such rapid growth. As a result, end-users often find the information provided by major search engines not comprehensive or out-of-date.[8] Web crawlers are programs which traverse through the web searching for the relevant information [1] using algorithms that narrow down the search by finding out the most closer and relevant information. This process is iterative, as long the results are in closed proximity of user’s interest. The algorithm determine relevancy based on the factors such as frequency and location of Keywords. Search engines use algorithms which sorts rank the result in the order of authority that is closer to the user’s query. Many algorithms are is in use - . Breadth-First search, Best-First search, Graphic Context algorithm, Fish search, Shark search, Genetic Algorithm

The search engine techniques may become useless or junky if the information it draws are not attracting users, especially if the malicious user who are trying to attract more traffic in to their site by embedding the most used keywords invisibly in to their site. The challenges are relevancy, robustness and the ability to download large number of pages.

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF SEARCH ENGINE

Search engines are based on a centralized architecture that relies on a set of key components, namely Crawler, Indexer and Searcher.

DEFINITION:-
2.1 Crawler:- A crawler is a module aggregating data from the World Wide Web in order to make them searchable. Several heuristics and algorithms exists for crawling, and based upon following links.
2.2 Indexer:- A module that takes a collection of documents or data and builds a searchable index from them.
2.3 Searcher:- The searcher is working on the output files from the indexer. The searcher accepts user queries, runs them over the index, and returns computed search results to issuer.[1]

Where the Web a static collection of pages we would have little long term use for crawling. Once pages had been fetched to a repository (like a search engine's database), there would be no further need for crawling. However, the Web is a dynamic entity with subspace evolving at differing and often rapid rates. Hence there is a continual need for crawlers to help applications stay current as new pages are added and old ones are deleted, moved or modified.
3. WHY DO WE NEED A WEB CRAWLER?
Following are some reasons to use a web crawler:-
To maintain mirror sites for popular Web sites.
To test web pages and links for valid syntax and structure.
To monitor sites to see when their structure or contents change.
To search for copyright infringements.
To generate a special purpose index. For example, one that has some meaning of the content stored in multimedia files on the Web [20].

Defining the behavior of a Web crawler is the outcome of a combination of below mentioned strategies.
Selecting the better algorithm to decide which page is download. Strategizing how to re-visit pages to check for updates. Strategizing how to avoid overloading websites [20].

3.1 How to Re-Visit Web Pages
The optimum method to re-visit the web and maintain average freshness high of web page is to ignore the pages that change too often. The approaches could be:
1. Re-visiting all pages in the collection with the same frequency, regardless of their rates of change is called periodic crawler
2. Re-visiting more often the pages that change more frequently is called incremental crawler [20].

3.2 Selecting the Right Algorithm
While selecting the search algorithm for the web crawler an implementer should keep in mind that algorithm must make sure that web pages are chosen depending upon their importance. The rank of a web page lies in its popularity in terms of links or visits, or even it’s URL.

4 CRAWLING ALGORITHMS:
We now discuss a number of crawling algorithms that are suggested in the literature. The difference is in the heuristics they use to score the unvisited URLs with some algorithms adapting and tuning their parameters before or during the crawl [19]. Crawlers are designed for different purposes and can be divided into two major categories.

1. Breadth-First search.
2. Best-First search.
4. Fish search.
5. Shark search.
6. Tunneling.
7. Info Spider.

4.1 Breadth-First Search Crawler
The first generation of crawlers on which most of the web search engines are based rely heavily on traditional graph algorithms, such as depth-first or breadth-first traversal, to index the web. A set of URLs are used as a seed set, and the algorithm repeatedly follows hyperlinks down to other documents. Since the ultimate goal of the crawl is to cover the whole web. A standard crawler follows link, typically applying a breadth first strategy. If the crawler starts from a document which is I steps from a target document, all the documents that are up to I - 1 steps from the starting document must be downloaded before the crawler hits the target.
4.3 Graphic Context Algorithm.

The graphic context is an algorithm that is explained in the figure is shown the idea of this algorithm. Some relevant pages are found manually and they will be the layer 0 (from this point L0). With the help of a search engine the back-links to those relevant pages are found and they become the L1. Again with a search engine are found the back-links of the L1 and they become the L2. This is repeated recursively as many times as we wish (L0 L1 L2...). After the whole process a Context Graph is obtained. It gives an idea of which pages point/lead to the deeper layers in the circle, the closer is to the center the better the page is. This is because if a webpage that is being processed is on L1 means that its out-links (or at least few) will lead to L0 (the related page), thus those out-links should be fetched as soon as possible because they seem really expected.

4.4 Fish Search

System is one of the earliest approaches to ordering the crawl frontier (for example, through a priority queue of URLs). The system is query driven. Starting from a set of seeds page, it considers only those pages that have content matching a given query (expressed as a keyword query or a regular expression) and their neighborhoods (pages pointed to by these matched pages). Metaphor: School of fish. If food (relevant info) is found then reproduce and continue looking. If not (no relevant info) or polluted water (poor bandwidth), then die. Search only to fixed depth from seed.

4.5 Shark Search

System is an improvement over fish search. It uses a weighting method of term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF) along with the cosine measure to determine page relevance. Shark search also somewhat smooths the depth cutoff method that its predecessor used. Meanwhile, Junghoo Cho, Hector Garcia-Molina, and Lawrence Page have proposed reordering the crawl frontier according to page importance, 3 which they can compute using various heuristics—page rank, number of pages pointing to a page (in-links), and so on. These three algorithms don’t employ a classifier, but rather rely on techniques based on information retrieval (IR) to determine relevance. Modifies fish-search in two ways: child inherits discounted value of ancestor; max over ancestors.

4.6 Tunneling

Sometimes, pages of the same topic do not point directly one anther and therefore it is necessary to go through several off-topic pages to get to the next related one. Bergmark et al. [9] suggest allowing the crawl to follow a limited number of bad pages in order to reach the good one, naming this technique is tunneling. An essential weakness of the baseline crawler is its lack of ability to model tunneling that is, it can’t tunnel to the on-topic pages by following a path of off-topic pages. Two remarkable projects, the context-graph-based crawler and Cora’s focused crawler, achieve tunneling.

4.7 Info-spiders

Collection of agents (spiders). Agent state = vector of keywords at each iteration, a randomly chosen agent:
1. chooses a link, based probabilistically on match of state with context of anchor;
2. retrieves document D;
3. Gains energy sim(Q,D) - Cost; (Can be negative).
5. If energy great enough, produces offspring with mutated state; divides energy with offspring.
6. If energy too low, dies.
Note: An agent learns clues from anchor, which it passes to offspring.

4.8 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithms (GA) are search algorithms based on the principle of natural selection and genetics. GA operates on a population of potential solutions applying the principle of the survival of the fittest to produce better and better approximation to the solution of the problem that GA is trying to solve. At each generation, a new set of approximations is created by the process of selecting individuals according to their level of fitness value in the problem domain and breeding them together using the operators (crossover and mutation) borrowed from the genetic process performed in the nature. This process leads to the evolution of populations of individuals that are better adapted to their
environment than the individuals that they were created from, just as it occurs in natural adaptation. [5]

5. CONCLUSION

The main aim of the review paper was to throw some light on the web crawling algorithms. Due to the dynamism of the Web crawling forms the back-bone of applications that facilitate Web information retrieval. While the usual use of crawlers has been for creating and maintaining indexes for general purpose search-engine. A number of topical crawling algorithms have been proposed in the literature. Building an effective web crawler to solve the purpose is not a difficult task, but choosing the right strategies and building an effective architecture will lead to implementation of highly intelligent web crawler application. Genetic Algorithm due to its iterative selection from the population to produce relevant results. The focused crawler is a system that learns the specialization.
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